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U.S. Military Ready to Pivot
Hillary Quarantined
Obama Faces Arrest
by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

Foreign born alleged President Barack Obama

UNITED STATES of America - It can now be reported that the U.S.
Joint Chiefs of Staff are on the verge of declaring a 'national
emergency' as to preempt a "MARTIAL LAW" decree that is currently
being prepared by foreign born alleged President Barack Obama.

The "Martial Law" decree is being scripted to coincide with a second
wave of lethal avian flu, H1N1, which has been kept incubated by
nanotechnology since its original outbreak.
The Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate, along with its corporatecontrolled fascist media, and Federal Reserve enablers, are now
being cornered by at least seven (7) States "Common Law" Grand
Juries, along with secret military tribunals, that are now in
possession of overwhelming evidence of HIGH Treason by U.S.
Government officials of both political parties dating back to the late
1980s.

TRAITORS AND ENEMIES AGAINST THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
Dysfunctional U.S. Secretary of State loser Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton
and the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate controlled NSA
We can now divulge that current dysfunctional U.S. Secretary of
State, loser and lesbian in-the-closet Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton has
been fingered by the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff for conducting an
illegal NSA-sponsored State Department ESPIONAGE operation,
which tapped the phones and monitored the emails of all of Hillary's
defined political enemies.
Department of Justice sources are reporting that Hillary, along with
former Secretary of State under the Clinton Administration,
Madeleine Albright aka halfbright have been caught illegally
tapping the phone of Obama Administration and former Clinton
Administration State Department official Richard Holbrooke.

Holbrooke had been in communication with former Vice President,
now year 2000 duly elected, natural born President Albert Gore Jr.
about negotiating the release of two Gore employees aka journalists
Euna Lee and Laura Ling that work for Gore's company Current TV.

Current TV co-founders Al Gore and Joel Hyatt
San Francisco-based Current TV was awarded an Emmy
for creative achievement in interactive television

Kidnapped Current TV American journalists Euna Lee and Laura Ling
Reuters by Ho

The two Current TV journalists were illegally kidnapped by North
Korean border police while still on Chinese territory.

CONSPIRATORS
Madeleine Albright, Hillary Clinton, Melanne Verveer
Item: It was Hillary's own State Department stooges, along with her
chief aide Melanne Verveer, and former Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright aka halfbright, that tipped off North Korean officials about
the presence of the two Current TV journalists near the ChineseNorth Korean border.
Current TV journalists Euna Lee and Laura Ling had been working on
a major story implicating the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate's
role in illegally arming North Korea with uranium that was then used
to produce nuclear weapons.
Related:
North Korea Hillary-Gate Update
by Tom Heneghan
http://blogs.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=blog.view&friendId=147509065&blogId=496114997

RED China Successfully BLACKMAILS the Obama Administration
by Tom Heneghan
http://blogs.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=blog.view&friendId=147509065&blogId=492007254

TRAITORS IN TREASON AGAINST THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
Hillary Clinton, George Herbert Walker Bush, Donald Rumsfeld

The two Current TV journalists were also working on
evidence implicating Hillary and her criminal business
associate George Herbert Walker Bush, along with former
BushFRAUD Administration Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld, in operating a quadrangular illegal arms
trafficking operation involving Iraq, Iran, Israel and the
government of North Korea.
If that is not bad enough, the two Current TV journalists had
also received 'smoking gun' evidence from the Swedish
Diplomatic core implicating the Bush-Clinton Crime Family
Syndicate, along with former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan in transferring Federal Reserve plates from China
to North Korea and then operating an illegal trading platform
that produced counterfeit U.S. dollars and EURO currency.

Reference: U.S. Treasury officials have also fingered Hillary
and White House legal counsel "Skull and Bones" Greg Craig
in trying to bribe North Korean government officials,
reference the release of the two Current TV journalists,
utilizing a $134.5 BILLION of U.S. Treasury bearer bonds
that two Japanese employees of the Bank of Japan were in
possession of at the time they were recently arrested by
Italian police near the Italy-Swiss border.
The bonds linked to STOLEN U.S. Treasury funds were to be
placed in a secret Swiss UBS account tied to North Korean
government officials and former BushFRAUD U.S. Secretary
of State Donald Rumsfeld.

Note: Hillary, along with Albright aka halfbright, had then
planned on the release of the two Current TV journalists to
use an illegal CIA rendition flight to fly the journalists to
Cairo, Egypt where they would be interrogated, coerced and
even tortured into keeping their mouth shut and staying
silent concerning the criminal role of the Bush-Clinton Crime
Family Syndicate and its TREASONOUS dealings with North
Korea.

CIA Flying Suspects to Torture?
http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2005/03/04/60minutes/main678155.shtml

Item: The role of Albright in Hillary's espionage team should come
as no surprise given the fact that Albright ran a super secret

entity known as ISTO aka the International Strategic and
Tactical Organization, which has previously been reported
as being involved in coups and assassinations primarily in
Africa during the 1990s.
Related:
Super-secret organization remains elusive as ever
by Wayne Madsen Online Journal Contributing Writer
http://onlinejournal.com/artman/publish/article_4746.shtml

Albright has also been linked, along with loser
Hillary, to the assassination of John F. Kennedy Jr.
and the attempted assassination of then Vice
President, now year 2000 duly elected natural born
President Albert Gore Jr.

Then Vice President Albert Gore Jr. arrives on Air Force Two

Related:

U.S. Constitutional Crisis Escalates
by Tom Heneghan
http://blogs.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=blog.view&friendID=147509065&blogID=436505223

Division 4 team names Clintons, Bush 41, 43 in JFK Jr.
assassination
by Tom Flocco
http://www.tomflocco.com/fs/PurgeTheEvil.htm

At this hour we can also divulge that Barack Obama's National
Security Advisor, U.S. General James Jones (who ordered Obama
to place Hillary under quasi house arrest) has warned foreign
born alleged President Obama that he too faces arrest if he
continues to enable White House legal counsel "Skull and Bones"
and Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate stooge Greg Craig.
Craig, whose wife is tax cheat, is in daily communications with
former President George Herbert Walker Bush, along with Craig's
'handler' former year 2004 Democratic presidential nominee
George W. BushFRAUD's northeastern liberal patsy and Bush's
3rd cousin on the Forbes side, Hofjuden John "Skull and Bones"
Kerry Cohen.
Craig, daddy Bush, along with Kerry Cohen, continue to
conspire to block the implementation of the known WantaReagan-Mitterrand Protocols that, of course, would return
TRILLIONS of dollars to the U.S. Treasury and allow a high
speed rail project to create thousands of jobs in the United
States.
Note: Kerry Cohen, who received a massive year 2004
election bribe (for being BushFRAUD's year 2004 patsy)
derived from the illegal use of the Wanta-ReaganMitterrand Protocol funds, is still receiving installment
payments from a secret offshore Cayman Islands
Blackstone hedge fund account, administered by current
White House legal counsel "Skull and Bones" Greg Craig.
Reference: It is important to remember, folks, that this scumbag
Craig was Cuban Elian Gonzalez's attorney during the year 2000
anti-Al Gore corporate-controlled fascist media Florida election
psyop directed against then Vice President now year 2000 duly
elected, natural born President Albert Gore.
And now, of course, it gets worse!

Obama's National Security Advisor General Jones also confronted
foreign born alleged President Obama about a recent TREASONOUS
conversation Obama had with former illegal White House occupant
George W. BushFRAUD concerning the use of the conspiratorial
criminally-operated Federal Reserve to cover up and hide TRILLIONS
of dollars of Merrill Lynch-Deutsche Bank toxic derivatives and
illegally park them in offshore hedge funds tied to Blackstone and
Carlyle.
Note: We can also report that Bank of America CEO Ken Lewis is
being blackmailed and threatened in regards to deposits made by his
Bank of American customers.
Check deposits are not posted in a regular time period but held for
up to two weeks even though the check has already cleared the
counterparty bank. These deposits are held in a secret offshore
escrow account controlled by the conspiratorial U.S. Federal
Reserve, and illegally used to buy and manipulate EURO dollar
futures as to orchestrate the yield curve in an attempt to keep short
term interest rates as close to 0% as possible.

The two frauds aka Bush and Obama (one was never legally elected,
the other never eligible to be elected) also discussed with their
stooge, current U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder, a cover up plan to
hide the criminal activity of former BushFRAUD U.S. Treasury
Secretary Hank Paulson and current Obama U.S. Treasury Secretary
Timothy Geithner in threatening and blackmailing Bank of America
CEO Ken Lewis in regards to the forced take over and buy out of
Merrill Lynch by Bank of America in December of 2008.

Note: Obama, who just the other day had a special White
House meeting with German Chancellor Angela Merkel, is
currently being blackmailed by Merkel concerning Merkel's
knowledge of the secret George Herbert Walker Bush
accounts at the noted East German DVD Deutsche Bank.
The secret accounts represent STOLEN U.S. Treasury funds
that were sent to the Deutsche Bank on the instructions of
former U.S. Federal Reserve Chairman, criminal money
laundrer Alan Greenspan.
Merkel is also threatening Obama that she will write off
the Deutsche Bank derivatives, withdraw from the
European Union and begin the issuing of Deutsche marks.
This is all happening while French President Nicolas
Sarkozy has told Merkel that France, a member of the
European Union, will NOT absorb the cost of the BushClinton Crime Family Syndicate-Deutsche Bank derivatives
and has also confronted Merkel on her role with former
BushFRAUD U.S. Treasury Secretary Henry (Hank) Paulson
in using the Deutsche Bank derivatives to destroy Lehman
Brothers and almost bring down the French banking giant
Société Générale.

U.S. General James Jones

French President Sarkozy, who is working with
Obama's National Security Advisor General James
Jones, has also confronted the East German DVD
agent Angela Merkel concerning the role of East
German DVD Intelligence in the laser technology
take down of the Air France Flight 447 flying from
Rio de Janeiro to Paris.
Related:

Emergency Update on North Korea-gate, Air France-gate
and Bank Bail Out-gate
http://blogs.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=blog.view&friendId=147509065&blogId=494643834

Note: The failure of the sensors on the Air France
Airbus took place at the time of the laser attack
and caused the aircraft to disintegrate.
Previous Air France aircraft have had problems
with their sensors but not one of these problems
led to a fatal crash.

French President Sarkozy and U.S. General James
Jones are now convinced that the Air France Flight
447 was shot down and that twenty-five (25) joint
U.S.-French Intelligence agents, who had
documented proof in their possession of the East
German DVD link and financial support for Israeli
Mossad infiltrated Al Qaeda cells in South America
aka Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro, were
assassinated!

Note: French President Sarkozy and his French
Military are now enraged, and only through the
high level diplomatic work of U.S. General James
Jones, was Sarkozy kept from ordering a massive
French Mirage aerial bombardment of the East
German DVD terrorist headquarters in Hamburg,
Germany.

Note: U.S. General James Jones speaks fluent
French.

Reference: This is the same Hamburg,
Germany terrorist cell code named "Becker"
that has been linked to the Oklahoma City
bombing, 9/11 and the 7/7 London
bombings, along with known Hillary
Rodenhurst Clinton confidant, check bouncer,
counterfeiter and 7/7 London bombings
terrorist suspect, fugitive Eva Teleke aka
Telege aka Teleki.

Hillary Clinton (r) and her aide Melanne Verveer
https://womenentrepreneursgrowglobal.files.wordpress.com/2009/06/melanneverveerhillaryclinton.jpg?w=500&h=375

P.S. At this hour, Obama continues to enable the
destruction of the United States Constitution as he and the
TREASONOUS Gestapo Department of Homeland Security
are preparing legislation that would destroy the 2nd
Amendment to the Constitution.

Amendment II
A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free
State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be
infringed.

The legislation would required that ALL gun buyers be
registered in a Washington, D.C. data base that would be
located at the TREASONOUS Gestapo Department of
Homeland Security.

This legislation is being promoted by none other than
Obama White House Chief of Staff and Israeli Mossad
agent Rahm Emanuel.

Amendment I
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.
Amendment IV
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated,
and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath
or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and
the persons or things to be seized.
Obama is also seeking to destroy both the First
Amendment and the Fourth Amendment as he seeks to
expand NSA cyber power over the internet, which will
allow the TREASONOUS NSA to monitor ALL domestic email conversations inside the United States using the UNConstitutional Patriot Act as its enabling tool.
This, of course, folks, is another attempt by the necon filth
to use the alleged 'war on terror' to conduct a war
AGAINST the American People.

Again, there is NO 'war on terror', there IS a war AGAINST
the American People and their sacred Constitutional rights!
Enabling this proposed legislation that would continue the
destruction of the U.S. Constitution is none other than
White House legal counsel and Bush-Clinton Crime Family
Syndicate puppet, Greg Craig.
Again, Craig has acted a pseudo defense lawyer for former
illegal occupant George W. BushFRAUD in all cases dealing
with the illegal NSA espionage directed AGAINST the
American People.
Message to Craig: The common law grand juries will soon
indict you!

Listen to this, folks. Obama is considering appointing
Republican Congressman Tom Davis (R-VA), as his cyber
security czar. Davis is a confidant of former U.S. President
George Herbert Walker Bush and was directly linked to
former Clinton era Independent Counsel and UN-registered
lobbyist for the RED Chinese government, Kenneth Starr.

P.P.S. We can now reveal that Bush-Clinton Crime Family
Syndicate cover up artist, U.S. Attorney for the Northern
District of Illinois, TRAITOR Patrick Fitzgerald, is
threatening to arrest internet bloggers who are critical of
him and soon will conduct a libel suit against author Peter
Lance who is writing a book that will un-mask and finger
Fitzgerald for what he is, a stooge and puppet for the
Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate.

Author Peter Lance will reveal in his book that Fitzgerald is
a closet homosexual who visited Barney Frank's noted
Washington D.C. whorehouse on at least five (5) occasions
and engaged in HOT homosexual sex with Barney Frank,
also with former BushFRAUD White House male prostitute
Jeff Gannon and current NBC News correspondent Chuck
Todd.

Note: Before he became a NBC White House
correspondent, Chuck Todd at one time did some good
work. He is now an enabler and just spends his time
commenting on process, nuance and irrelevant spin.

(Barney Frank)

Fitzgerald was actually arrested by the FBI at Barney
Frank's D.C. whorehouse during an FBI sting "Operation
Brownstone" in the late 1980s. Fitzgerald then cooperated
with the FBI in fingering Barney Frank and was soon
appointed as Assistant U.S. Attorney in New York City
during the Reagan-Bush Administration.

Message to U.S. Attorney Patrick Fitzgerald:

The FBI still has the videos of your closet activities at
Barney Frank's D.C. whorehouse.

Could it be that the common law grand juries will indict
YOU for Obstruction of Justice and Misprision of Felonies!

TRAITOR IN TREASON AGAINST THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
BUSH-CLINTON CRIME FAMILY SYNDICATE CONSPIRATORS
Worldwide financial terrorist George Herbert Walker Bush and
his bagman, South Carolina Governor Mark Sanford

P.P.P.S. We can now report that current South Carolina
Governor Sanford Mark Sanford actually flew from South
Carolina to Ottawa, Canada and to Buenos Aires,
Argentina.
Sanford met in Ottawa with Canadian Intelligence
operatives who are specialists in black ops and then on to
Buenos aires, Argentina where Sanford operated as a
representative and bagman for former U.S. President
George Herbert Walker Bush aka daddy Bush and former
Russian President Vladimir Putin.

Sanford was collecting pay offs and bribe money that
would be doled out to a "MK Ultra" group that has a tie in
to Halliburton Corporation, former BushFRAUD Vice
pResident Richard Cheney and the election psyop that
recently took place in Iran.
The MK Ultra group involves mercenaries and former
Saddam Hussein Iraqi loyalists who were co-opted by the
U.S. CIA and then used to infiltrate the Iranian election
commission.
It is no coincidence that major East German DVD-Israeli
Mossad Al Qaeda cells operate in Buenos Aires, Argentina,
the city where the first bomb threat against Air France
aircraft originated, and
the same Buenos Aires where Sanford went to collect the
money.
So, folks, if you believe this South Carolina Governor
Sanford flew Argentina to get laid, then you also believe
that Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone in the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy.

Remember, folks, when the corporate-controlled fascist
media needs to create a diversion and spin a big lie in
regards to an event they immediately opt for the sex
scandal.
This has been the pattern dating back to Clinton.

Final note: Story developing.
As the corporate-controlled fascist U.S. media continues its
wall to wall coverage concerning the death of celebrity pop
star Michael Jackson, let us make a few little points.
Michael Jackson's doctor was actually administering the
noted King of Pop with electronic shock therapy that just
started in the last three week.
Michael Jackson and his financial advisors were also in the
process of suing Robert Johnson's Black Entertainment
Television (BET) for copyright violations.

Robert Johnson, founder of BET (r), Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton
Note: BET has been linked to MILLIONS of dollars of funds
tied to Mexican narcotic trafficking dovetailing back to the
Clinton-Salinas Mexican bail out of the early 1990s that
turned out to be nothing more than the THEFT of U.S.
Treasury funds and on behalf of Clinton and Salinas.
Related:
Warrant Issued for Greenspan’s Arrest
http://blogs.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=blog.view&friendId=147509065&blogId=470192195

Michael Jackson's financial team had also been considering
the purchase of the Las Vegas hotel, the Desert Inn, which
is owned by none other than Bush-Clinton Crime Family
Syndicate stooge Steve Wynn.
We can now reveal that the Desert Inn, as well as other
major Las Vegas hotels have been financed in the last 15
years by funds derived from the Clinton-Salinas Mexican
bail out, which now represents the Mexican and Colombian
drug cartel run by none other than Colmbian drug lord
Carlos Enrique Lehder.

drug lord Carlos Lehder (L), his attorney Hugh Rodham,
Hillary Clinton's brother

Lehder, who was also linked to the year 2000 Florida
presidential election coup d’état, was illegally pardoned
by his criminal partner, former Florida Governor, year
2000 election fixer, money laundrer and drug trafficker Jeb
Bush.

TRAITOR IN TREASON AGAINST THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
ILLICIT DRUG TRAFFICKING CONSPIRATORS
Carlos Lehder, Oliver North, Jeb Bush

Colombian drug lord Carlos Lehder, along with Oliver
North, is actually Jeb Bush's drug trafficking partner
headquartered at Pier 66 in Miami, Florida.

The Enemy Within
A nation can survive its fools, and even the ambitious. But it
cannot survive treason from within. An enemy at the gates is
less formidable, for he is known and carries his banner openly.
But the traitor moves amongst those within the gate freely, his
sly whispers rustling through all the alleys, heard in the very
halls of government itself. For the traitor appears not a traitor; he
speaks in accents familiar to his victims, and he wears their face
and their arguments, he appeals to the baseness that lies deep in
the hearts of all men. He rots the soul of a nation, he works
secretly and unknown in the night to undermine the pillars of the
city, he infects the body politic so that it can no longer resist. A
murder is less to fear ~ Cicero Marcus Tullius

Thomas Jefferson, greatest of all the founding fathers:

"The two enemies of the people are criminals and
government, so let us tie the second down with the chains
of the Constitution so the second will not become the
legalized version of the first.”
"When the people fear their government, there is tyranny;
when the government fears the people, there is liberty."

